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FOREWORD

Measurement of river flow can be a formidable challenge under certain
conditions.
Intermittent river flows in semi-arid regions, flash floods in
mountainous areas, high flows stretching over a wide flood plain, and freshwater flow affected by saline tidal intrusions in estuaries are some of the
conditions frequently encountered by hydrologists.
Recognizing the need for practical guidance on measuring river
flow under such difficult conditions, the WMO Technical Commission for
Hydrology (CHy) entrusted its Rapporteur on Level and Discharge Measurements,
Mr. r{J. A. Tilrem (Norway) with the preparation of a technical report based
on the material that had been assembled by previous CHy rapporteurs Messrs.
M.I. Rusinov (USSR) and M. Fuschini-Mejia (Argentina).
The report. which was approved by the Commission at its seventh
session in 1984, constitutes valuable guidance to hydrologists and supplements
the Guide to Hydrological Practices (WMO-No. 168) and the Manual on Stream
Gauging (WMO-No. 519).
It 1S with great pleasure that I express WMO's gratitude to
Mr. Tilrem for the time and effort he has devoted to the preparation of this
report.
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1

G.O.P. Obasi
(Secretary-General)

SUM MAR Y

The report discusses the measurement of water levels and river
discharge under several difficult hydrological conditions, namely unstable
stream channels, flash floods,
variable backwater, unsteady flow, bank
overflow, large interchange between surface water and groundwater, arid areas,
and channels affected by tides, winds, ice and aquatic growth.
For each
condition a three-step presentation has been made, consisting of:

(i)

Identification of the hydrological cases which might occur;

(ii)

Consideration of the technical problems which may arise; and

(iii) Proposal of operational solutions to the problems.

At the end of the report a table is included summarizing
measurement applicable under the various difficult situations.

methods

of

RESUME

Le rapport trai te de la mesure du ni veau de l' eau et du debit des
cours d'eau dans des conditions hydrologiques difficiles:
cours d'eau au lit
instable,

crues

eclairs,

remous

variable,

ecoulement

non

permanent,

berges

submergees, echanges considerables entre eau de surface et eau souterraine,
zones arides, chenal affecte par les marees, Ie vent, la glace et les plantes
aquatiques.
Pour chaque situation, la question est traitee sous trois
rubriques :

i)

Identification des cas hydrologiques qui peuvent se produire;

ii)

Examen des problemes techniques qui peuvent se poser;

iii)

Solutions pratiques proposees.

A la fin du rapport se trouve un tableau qui resume
applicables dans les diverses situations difficiles.

les methodes de me sure
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RESUMEN

Este informe trata de la medicion de los niveles de aqua y del caudal
de los cursos de agua en condiciones hidrologicas diflciles: corrientes de
cauce inestable, crecidas repentinas, remansos variables, flujo no perman~nte,
margenes sumergidas, intercambios considerables entre aguas de supe.rflcle y
subterraneas, zonas aridas, y cauces afectados po~ las mareas.., el vlento, el
hielo y las plantas acuaticas.
Para cada si tuacion la cuestlon se trata en
tres rubricas, a saber:
i)

identificacion de los CaSos hidrologicos que pueden presentarse;

ii)

examen de los prOblemas tecnicos que pueden plantearse;

iii)

soluciones operativas propuestas.

Al final del informe se presenta un cuadro en el que Se resumen los metodos de
medicion que pueden emplearse en las distintas situaciones dificiles.

LEVEL AND DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS
UNDER DIFFICULT CONDITIONS

1.

INTRODUCTION

The primary object of a gauging station is to provide a record of the
discharge in the open channel or river on which it is sited. This is achieved
by measuring stage and converting this to discharge by means of a stagedischarge relation which correlates discharges to the water level at a section
of the channel.
The stage-discharge relation is determined from field
measurements of stages and corresponding discharges; the calibration so
established holds good only so long as no significant alteration takes place
in the characteristics of the reach.
As a river develops continuously, its
characteristics are subject to changes which may affect the calibration.
These changes may take place gradually as a result of slow processes of
erosion or accretion or they may occur suddenly as a consequence of
alterations in the channel.
In addition, artificial changes in the river
characteristics may be introduced by man,
for instance through
river
regulation works.
Temporary changes may be caused by the growth and decay of
aquatic weed, by the formation and break-up of ice cover or by the deposition
of debris.
It is therefore essential to keep an established stage-discharge
relation continuously under review in order to ensure that its validity is
maintained, and to redetermine the relation when it is shown to have been
significantly altered by any changes which have occurred.
Obviously, in order to establish and maintain a stage-discharge
relation at a gauging site, the first and most important step is to choose an
accessible location on the river where a genuine stage-discharge relationship
exists and where the recording instruments and gauging equipment will function
safely. Thus, the selection of a proper gauging-station site is the first and
most important operation in avoiding and overcoming difficult conditions.
However, the selection of gauging sites is also dictated by the needs
of water management. hydraulic engineering, etc., or by the requirements of
the hydrological network.
In the first case, there is little or no freedom of
choice in selecting gauging sites and frequently records must be obtained
under highly adverse conditions.
On the other hand, hydrological network
requirements allow more choice in the selection of good sites for gauging
stations, although in some cases gauging conditions can be poor throughout an
entire region - for example, all the streams in a given region may have
unstable beds and banks, resulting in a continually changing stage-discharge
relation.

2.

UNSTABLE STREAM CHANNEL - ALLlNIAL CHANNEL

The term shifting control, as ordinarily used in connection with
measurements of flow in open channels, refers to the condition in which the
stage-discharge relations do not remain permanent but vary from time to time,
either gradually or abruptly, owing to changes in the physical features which
form the control for the station. Such variations in the control features are
evident during and after flood periods, under ice conditions and during
periods of aquatic growth and decay. The primary cause of shifts, however, is
usually channel erosion associated with high-water discharges and velocities.

The frequency and magnitude of changeS in the stage-discharge
relations due to the modification of control conditions are generally
dependent on climatic, physiographic, geological, vegetal and soil conditions
within the valley or area through'which thecstream flows.
Alluvial channels are particularly susceptible to shifts due to
erosion and accretion (scour and fill). The very nature of alluvial channelS
or sand channels is such that there is a continually changing (shifting)
control with time owing to scour and filL to channel braiding or meandering
patterns, and to changes in the configuration of the channel bed due to
ripples, dunes, standing waves, antidunes and plane-bed formation. Alluvial
channels are more complex than rigid channels because the form or shape of the
bed is a function of the flow and the bed material; that is, not only do the
roughness elements resist the flow, but they in turn are formed by the flow.
2.1

Cases
Stream channels passing through allUVium are
soft, erodible beds and banks.

characterized by

A stream will carry a heavy load of suspended sediment, sometimes
to its fUll carrying capacity.
The stream channel is subject to scour and deposition.
During the low-flow season when the flow of water does not cover
the Whole width of a flat river bed, the flow will tend to
meander, or the low-flow channel will shift position from one low
season to the next.
2.2

Problems
The soft and erodible banks of alluvial streams often make it
difficult to place staff gauges securely and to maintain a stable
gauge datum.
of
staff
gauges
and
The construction and establishment
water-level recorders may upset the balance of the ground and
thus cause erosion, undercutting of the channel bank and
destruction of the gauging station.
The staff gauge and the intake of water-level recorders may be
left dry in the low-water season owing to shifting and meandering
of the low-water channel.
The intakes and stilling wells of water-level recorders are
frequently silted-up with fine sediment.
Small stilling wells
(less than 90 x 60 em) of sheet metal or sheet tubes sunk into
the stream bank are generally unsatisfactory because of the
difficulty in desilting them. Unless they are constructed with a
hopper bottom and mounted directly in the water (see 2.3.3), they
should never be used.
The gas-outlet of gas-purge water-level recorders may be clogged
with sediment.
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I t is often difficult to obtain correct depth-soundings when
making current-meter measurements because the gauging (sounding)
rod or weight sinks into the soft stream bed.

The bearings and rotor of the propeller-type current meter are
often adversely affected by
high
sediment
concentrations.
Especially at locations near the bottom of streams carrying a
heavy bed load, sand particles may become lodged between the
propeller nut and the worm sleeve, thus preventing the propeller
from rotating.
The signals emitted by an echo-sounder are
streams with a high sediment concentration.

often

blocked

in

The signals from an acoustic flow meter gauging discharge will be
scattered when the sediment concentration is too high.
Chemical and fluorescent tracers (except of NaCl) tend to become
adsorbed onto sediment particles. Dilution methods of measuring
discharge by these tracers are therefore not suitable in streams
with a high sediment concentration.
Increased viscosity of the water due to low temperatures
increases the mobility of sand particles and consequently also
the scouring and bed-load carrying capacity of the stream.
The
reverse occurs at high temperatures.
In alluvial sand-bed streams,
the
stage-discharge
relation
usually varies (shifts) with time, both gradually and abruptly,
owing to scouring and silting in .the stream channel and because
of moving sand dunes and bars. The shifts are especially evident
during and after floods.
Changes in the stage-discharge relation at permanent section
controls may occur owing to changes in the stream bed upstream of
the control.
Scour of bed material upstream of the section
control will. reduce the velocity of approach and result in an
increased stage for a given discharge.
The reverse will occur
when material is deposited.

2.3

Solutions

2.3.1

Relocation of gauging stations

If feasible, as soon as the first site is found unsuitable, the
gauging station should be relocated on another site which is not subject to
shifting and displacement of the stream channel.

2.3.2

Stabilization of banks and stream bed

If possible, unstable banks should be protected.
Such protection
should extend upstream and downstream from a measuring section for a distance
equal to at least one quarter of the bank-full width of the channel in each
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direction.
In the case of float gauging, the whole of the measuring
should be protected (UN, 1953).

reach

Instability of the stream bed may be corrected or reduced by means of
structures built across the bed. For small streams the structure may be made
of concrete.
For larger streams gabions are often used.
These are large
baskets of thick wire:"netting, each with a capacity of about 3 m3 and filled
with stones, which are anchored in line across the bed by iron bars. The top
of these bars must finish flush with the stream bed (UN, 1953; Rodier and
Roche, 1978).
The gaug.ing station is sited immediately upstream of the protective
works and is calibrated by current-meter measurements from a cableway placed
at the stabilized cross-section, from a nearby bridge or by wading.
On smaller streams and canals where a sufficient fall is available,
the control section may be stabilized by a weir or a flume. An attempt should
be made to ensure that the structure is self-cleaning, removing sand and silt,
drifting leaves, etc. (WMO, 1971).
By these means the lower part of the stage-discharge relation is
usually stabilized. However, the permanency of the upper part will depend on
whether the downstream high stage control is stable or not.
The high-water
stage-discharge relation is checked regularly for permanency by current-meter
measurements.
2.3.3

Prevention of silting of intakes and stilling wells

Silting problems with float-actuated water-level recorders are
usually prevented by the use of a steel tube-well of about 40 em in diameter,
mounted on a vertical rock wall or on a specially constructed pier.
The
tube-well is provided with a self-cleaning, cone-shaped hopper bottom with an
inlet at the apex. In principle, when such a well is placed in flowing water,
the flow will accelerate past the inlet.
In addition, the steep slope of the
hopper bottom, together with water-level oscillations due to waves and surge,
will prevent the deposition of silt inside the well (Tilrem, 1979, Vol. I).
Sediment traps can be useful in preventing silting. These consist of
a large box-like structure located between the intake (stream-end) and the
stilling well.
Inside it. baffles are fitted to promote settling before the
suspended sediment reaches the stilling well.
The trap is made to open for
easy access and removal of the material deposited (Buchanan and Somers,
196B). Silting can be reduced by minimizing the size of the inlet pipes, but
care must be taken not to introduce lag effects (FAa, 1981).
2.3.4

Desilting methods

Gauging stations which are subject to silting and clogging should be
provided with flushing devices whereby a considerable head of water can be
applied to the well-end of the intake pipes. Ordinarily, the water is raised
from the well to an elevated tank by use of a hand pump. The water is then
released via pipes through the intakes by the operation of valves. Water may
also be pumped from the stream through a length of hose or carried in buckets
if a pump is not installed.
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Stilling wells without flushing systems can be cleaned manually with
a shovel and bucket and flexible steel rods, or with a head of water from a
stationary hand pump or a small engine-driven portable pump to stir up
deposited silt and force the water-sediment mixture out of the intakes
(Buchanan and Somers, 1968).
Instead of intake pipes to the stilling well, communication may be
provided by a duct of rectangular cross-section. Near the stream-end the duct
has a covered opening for inspection and cleaning its interior.
The wall
facing the river has two or more perforations at different levels holding
tubes set flush with the outer side of the wall. Flush-fitting pipes are more
likely to reduce well drawdown effects due to high velocities.
Static tubes
are not recommended owing to difficulty in desilting them.
Where long pipes are necessary to reach low flows, it is useful to
thread a loop of a small diameter bronze chain or steel cable through the
lowest inlet pipe and a higher one. Pulling the cable through the pipe during
low flow can speed up the pipe-cleaning process where there is a water-level
difference to induce a flow in the pipe (FAO, 1981).
Gas-pressure recorders have been used with success in sediment-laden
streams, including both the gas-purge (bubbler) system and the enclosed
pressure-bulb system.
These recorders are easy and cheaper to install than
the conventional float-operated type (FAO, 1981). If the gas outlet of a gaspurge recorder does become clogged, it may be cleaned by releasing enough
pressurized gas to force out the sediment. However, one should be aware that
if the sediment is cemented in place, a violent blowout of mercury from the
instrument will result.
2.3.5

Soundings

Where the stream bed is sofL the sounding rod should be equipped
with an extra-large footplate.
Sounding weights should be equipped with an
electrical bottom contact.
Echo~sounders

may be used where the sediment concentration is not too

high.
2.3.6

Discharge measurements

The cup-type current meter is more suitable for use in sediment-laden
streams because the pivot bearing which supports the vertical shaft is less
affected by sediment than the bearings of propeller-type current meters.
2.3.7

Shifting stage-discharge relation

At gauging stations subject to abrupt changes in the stage-discharge
relation, the discharge rating is checked regularly by discharge measurements,
especially during and after the high-water season. If the check measurements
show a trend which deviates significantly from the original rating, a new
discharge rating is prepared (WMO, 1980, Vol. II).
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F~equent
discha~ge
measu~ements
a~e
made at gauging stations on
typical alluvial and moving st~eams.
By applying the Stout method, daily
discha~ges a~e
estimated by inte~polation between the measu~ements. The
f~equency of measu~ement depends on the impo~tance of obtaining a discha~ge
~eco~d at the site. on the desi~ed accu~acy and on the season of the yea~, and
may va~y f~om once a month to once o~ twice a week, o~ even once a day at
impo~tant locations (Til~em. 1979, Vol. IV).
The discha~ge is measu~ed by the
a~ea-velocity method by means of a cu~~ent mete~ f~om a cableway o~ boat, o~
by the moving-boat method. On smalle~ st~eams the elect~omagnetic method may
be used.

The shift-co~~ection method may be used instead of the Stout method.
This method is based on fewe~ measu~ements, but supplemented by a knowledge of
shifting cont~ol behaviou~ (WMO, 1980. Vol. II).
2.3.8

Gauging station

inte~compa~ison

Whe~e the~e a~e seve~al gauging stations on ast~eam, the discha~ge
data f~om all the stations may be compa~ed in o~de~ to t~ace possible changes
in the station cont~ols and the time at which they occu~~ed.

2.3.9

Change of

va~iables

In alluvial st~eams with shifting beds and banks the stage-discha~ge
is
indete~minate.
By changing
the
variables,
a
hyd~aulic
~elationship may be obtained, i. e. the effect of the change in bed elevation
is eliminated by ~eplacing stage by mean depth and the effect of va~ying width
is eliminated by using mean velocity instead of discha~ge. By establishing
the ~elationship of mean depth against mean velocity, the discha~ge can be
computed and then applied to the depth-velocity ~elation (WMO, 1980, Vol. II;
Dawdy, 1961).
~elation

3.

FLASH FLOODS

3.1

Cases
By definition, flash floods a~e localized and sho~t-lived, with
sha~p-peaked hyd~og~aphs and with flood wate~s suddenly appea~ing
and disappea~ing in headwate~ st~eams; they ~ise and fall almost
equally ~apidly. The essential diffe~ence between a flash flood
and a b~oad, ~egional flood is the speed with which it occu~s,
that is, the sho~t du~ation between the causative event and the
flood.
Flash floods
1981a) :
(a) Those

may

be

conside~ed

unde~

th~ee

catego~ies

(WMO,

which a~e caused by intense localized ~ainfall on
catchments not substantially modified by man;

natu~al

(b) Those which ~esult f~om heavy ~ainfall on a catchment Which
has been alte~ed by man so as to ~educe the stability of the
catchment itself o~ to have changed the ~unofL sto~age o~
hyd~aulic cha~acte~istics of the catchment;
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(c) Those which are caused by the sudden release of impounded
water from the failure of a dam or other man-made or natural
barrier (outburst floods from landslide barriers, ice dams or
glacier-dammed lakes).
Most flash floods result from:
(i) intense localized rainfall
produced by heavy thunderstorm activity, (ii) cyclonic storms or
(iii) well-marked low pressure areas.
They may be disastrous on
small and medium-sized streams but have little significance on
large rivers. Although they may occur anywhere, some regions are
more
subject
to them than others.
Mountainous areas are
particularly flood-prone,
owing to orographic effects,
steep
slopes and limited valley storage.
Many arid and semi-arid
regions are also susceptible to flash flooding, especially those
with high relief. a large percentage of superficial b_ed rock,
sparse vegetation and shallow.soils.

3.2

Problems

float-actuated recorders the float string may jump off the
float-pulley during rapid flood rises and records will be lost.

On

Internal inertia of the recording instrument of the automatic
water-level recorder does not permit accurate monitoring of the
rapid rise of the flash-flood wave.
Because of the high velocity of the flash-flood wave, drawdown
will occur in the automatic recorder well, followed by intake lag.
When stage changes rapidly during a current-meter discharge
measurement, the computed discharge figure loses much of its
reliability and there is uncertainty as to the appropriate gauge
height to apply to the discharge figure.
Stream discharge is usually measured by a current meter.
However,
during flash floods the peak may be so sharp that there will not
be time to make conventional current-meter measurements.
The difficulty in predicting the place and time of occurrence of
intense thunderstorms and heavy local rainfall, and the short time
of
concentration
and
storm
duration
seriously
limit
the
possibility of being on site to gauge flash floods when they
arrive at the gauging station.
Owing to economic constraints and practical difficulties it may
not be possible to collect flash-flood data on every stream in a
region.
Pulsating flow sometimes occurs during flash floods in arid or
semi-arid areas.
In pulsating flow the longitudinal profile is
marked by a series of abrupt translatory waves which move rapidly
downstream.
Translatory or roll waves develop in steep channels
of super-critical slope.
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3.3

Solutions

3.3.1

Maintenance and service of recording instruments

Operational failures of recording
regular maintenance of the instruments.
3.3.2

instruments

are

prevented

by

Adaptation of standard designs to meet adverse conditions

Special features may have to be incorporated into the standard design
of gauging stations to ensure that they will function under adverse
conditions. Standard designs should not be used indiscriminately in problem
cases. Regarding drawdown in recorder wells and lag in intake pipes, a check
computation with local data input and requirements should be carried out in
the design/construction phase to ensure that the intakes and stilling well
meet local conditions.
3.3.3

Flood-crest gauges

In order to ensure that the flood crest is obtained in the case of
failure of the automatic recorder, a simple device known as a flood-crest
gauge should be installed at the gauging station (WMO, 1981b; WMO, 1980,
Vol. I).
3.3.4

Advance warning

To ensure that the hydrologist is prepared to gauge flash floods, he
needs advance warning of impending flood events. Such warnings may be given
by the observer at the gauging station, or supplied by the regular
weather-forecast service (WMO, 1980, Vol. I).
3.3.5

Optimized current-meter measurement

When gauging flash floods by a current meter, shortened and optimized
procedures should be followed, as described in the WMO Manual on Stream
Gauging (1980, Vol. I) and by Bonacci (1983).
3.3.6

Indirect discharge measurements

Where the current-meter method is impractical, indirect methods may
be used to gauge floods. These methods make use of the energy and continuity
equations and require post-flood surveys of the physical and hydraulic
characteristics of the channel reach. Three types of indirect methods have
been developed and are readily available for use: the slope-area method, the
contracted-opening method, and the culvert method (WMO, 1981b; WMO, 1980,
Vol. I; Barnes, 1974; Smith and Chery, 1974).
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3.3.7

The velocity-index method

If a continuously recorded velocity index. at a point or in a
transverse
line.
can be
related to stage and mean velocity In the
cross-section. the product of cross-sectional area and mean velocity gives the
discharge at any time.
The calibration of the velocity relation - that -is.
the relation of recorded index velocity to stage and mean velocity - requires
discharge measurements for the determination of mean velocity.
The discharge
measurements also furnish the values of cross-sectional area to be used in the
stage-area relation.
Five types of instrumentation have been used to provide an index of
They are:
(a) standard current
meter. (b) deflection meter. (c) ultrasonic (acoustic) point-velocity meter.
(d) electromagnetic point~velocity meter and (e) optical point-velocity meter
(WMO. 1980. Vol. I).

mean velocity in a measurement cross-section.

3.3.8

River-model analyses

The technique of hydraulic river-model analyses carried out in a
laboratory has been successfully applied for the -high water extrapolation of
discharge rating curves.
Based on accurate field data. a model is built of the gauging station
controlling features.
Some field measurements of low and medium discharges
are also required in order to adjust the model to conform to the prototype.
By observing the model when its discharge is -increased. the rating curve for
the prototype can be determined for the high flood stages (Aamodt et al .•
1984).

3.3.9

Dilution methods

Dilution methods may provide the only effective means of gauging flow
under extreme flood conditions (White. 1978).
Radioactive isotopes are
preferable as tracers when high discharges are considered.
These tracers are
detectable in heavy dilutinns and the small quantity of tracer required allows
for flexibility with regard to injection techniques.

3.3.10

Float measurements

When no other means are available for measuring high discharges.
simple floats
may
be
utilized
to
measure
surface
velocities.
The
cross-sectional areas must be measured after the flood has subsided (WMO.
1981b; WMO. 1980. Vol. I).

3.3.11

Regionalization

To gauge every small stream in an area is economically impractical
and physically impossible.
Consequently. efforts should be directed towards
the generalization or regionalization of streamflow characteristics within an
area. In this way. data obtained at gauged sites are used to estimate streamflow characteristics at ungauged sites (Barnes. 1974; Riggs. 1974).

- 10 3.3.12

Pulsating flow (roll waves)

The method of determining the discharge of pulsating flow requires
computation of the discharge in the overriding waves and computation of the
discharge in the shallow, overrun part of the flow.
The sum of the two
discharges is the total discharge at the time of observation (WMO. 1981b; WMO,
1980, Vol. I; Rantz, 1975; Thompson, 1968).
3.3.13

Plan of operation

For successful data collection, especially flood-flow data, it is not
enough for every individual member of the field personnel to be familiar with
the particular gauging techniques and procedures, and to be proficient in his
special task. Each district office of a hydrological service should maintain
an effective plan of operation aimed at obtaining the maximum return from the
available input of resources, i.e. personnel. transport and gauging equipment
(Barnes, 1974).
4.

INABILITY TO DEFINE STAGE-DISCHARGE RELATION

The ordinary (single-valued) discharge rating curve used in stream
gauging rests on the basic assumption of approximately steady flow with a
constant energy slope with respect to time at any given stage. So, when the
type of flow departs significantly from the steady flow state, the simple
stage-discharge relation is no longer sufficient to define the discharge.
Another parameter has to be included, namely the slope.
4.1

Cases
Variable backwater
confluence.

caused

by

Variable backwater caused by
downstream regulation dam.

varying

stage

at

a

the manipulation of

downstream
gates

at

a

Variable backwater due to aquatic growth in the stream channel.
(See Section 5. - River channel affected by aquatic growth.)
Variable backwater due to ice in the stream
Section 11. - River channel affected by ice.)

channel.

(See

Highly unsteady flow due to the passage of a flood wave, causing
a looping effect in the stage-discharge relation. The problem is
often complicated by the accumulation and subsequent release of
overbank storage.
The looping effect may be large on lowland
rivers with a flat slope. The effect on steep headwater streams
is never of any practical significance.
Unsteady flow due to tidal effects.
(See Section 9.
channel and estuary affected by tides.)

River

Unsteady flow combined with variable backwater. This situation
may often occur at or near river confluences where one of the
rivers rises while the other remains low.
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Shifts in channel geometry (scour or fill) and/or changes in flow
conditions (aquatic growth), combined with unsteady flow and
variable backwater.
Changes in channel geometry due to hydraulic engineering works
and dredging.
These operations destabilize the stream regime
causing unforeseen scour and fill in a stream reach.
When
equilibrium is restored, the stream reach becomes stable, but
this may take decades.
4.2

Problem

The general problem here is that the ordinary approach, using the
single-valued stage-discharge rating for the computation of discharge records,
is not applicable.
The discharge rating under conditions of variable
backwater and for highly unsteady flow cannot be defined by stage alone.
Other methods must be used to define the discharge rating.
4.3

Solutions

4.3.1

Variable backwater

A stage-slape-discharge relation is developed which is based on
observed stages at each end of a channel reach and the concurrent discharges
measured by current meter.
The method is described in several books and
manuals (WMO, 1980, Vol. II; Mander, 1978; Corbett et al., 1945).

4.3.2

Looped discharge rating

For gauging stations sited on stream reaches with looping effects,
the discharge rating must be developed by the application of adjustment
factors which relate steady flow to unsteady flow (WMO, 1980, Vol. II; Mander,
1978; Corbett et al., 1945).

4.3.3

Unstable flow and backwater combined

Where the discharge rating for a gauging station, equipped for
measurement of the surface slope, is affected by a combination of variable
backwater and unsteady flow, the rating should be determined as if it were
affected by variable backwater alone (WMO, 1980, Vol. II).
But if the
backwater as well as the discharge varies during the period of the measurement
the problem becomes too complex for any form of general solution to be
stated. Generally, for regulated reaches and for reaches affected by variable
backwater, the appropriate solution is the use of the ultrasonic method of
continuous measurement of mean velocity at the measuring cross-section
(Mander, 1978).

4.3.4

Shifts and aquatic growth

Shifts in the channel (scour or fill) and/or alterations in flow
conditions (aquatic growth) will cause changes in the stage-slope-discharge
rating just as they cause changes in the simple stage-discharge relation.
The
appropriate solution to the problem for small streams is the application of
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the elect~omagnetic method of continuous measu~ement of the discha~ge (Mande~,
1978).
Fo~
large st~eams, shift co~~ections have to be applied to the
stage-slope-discha~ge ~elation (WMO, 1980, Vol II).
5.

RIVER CHANNEL AFFECTED BY AQUATIC GROWTH

Whe~e
the climate is favou~able to aquatic g~owth in the st~eam
channel, this is a common cause of instability in the stage-discha~ge relation

in small and medium-sized rivers.

5.1

Cases
In tempe~ate climates the occu~~ence of aquatic g~owth is
seasonal and ~ecu~rent. The aquatic plants start to grow in late
spring o~ early summe~, reach maturity in mid-summe~, and
diminish ~apidly in the autumn afte~ the fi~st sub-f~eezing
temperatu~es.
In tropical and sub-tropical climates, aquatic
g~owth is less seasonal and may appea~ the whole year ~ound.
Aquatic g~owth is gene~ally g~eatest in polluted st~eams car~ying
organic waste.
In some chemically polluted st~eams, the g~owth
may thrive during periods of high discharge when the chemicals
a~e diluted but may die off at times of lowe~ discharge when the
pollution is mo~e concent~ated.
Aquatic g~owth is flattened and sometimes uprooted and
away by floods and high wate~.

5.2

ca~ried

P~oblems

Aquatic g~owth in st~eam channels affects the stage-discha~ge
relation of the st~eam by inc~easing the roughness factor and
dec~easing the c~oss-sectional area of the channel, and so causes
backwate~ as p~og~essively higher stages a~e needed to obtain the
g~eater channel
depths ~equi~ed fo~ the passage of a given
discha~ge.
These effects will te~minate ab~uptly if the
vegetation is washed away by a st~eam ~ise or flood.
Except for
thei~ seasonal cha~acte~istics, the effects of aquatic growth in
many ~espects resemble the variable backwate~ pattern produced by
shifting cont~ols.
Artificial control structures such as weirs may be seriously
affected by aquatic g~owth, especially in streams polluted by
o~ganic waste:
(a) aquatic reeds g~owing in the weir pool will
slow the velocity of app~oach, (b) long st~ands of weed trailing
over the weir c~est may substantially alter the flow patte~n ove~
the c~est, and (c) moss o~ algal g~owth may attach itself to the
wei~ c~est and so inc~ease the head on the weir
fo~ a given
discha~ge.

It may be difficult or even impossible to find a st~etch of
stream for a gauging site where the~e will not be backwater
caused by aquatic g~owth.
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The.e appea.s to be no effective and p.acticable means of
p.eventing aquatic g.owth as chemicals added to the wate. fo.
this pu.pose would p.obably have toxic effects on fish and othe.
animal life and, fu.the.mo.e, would p.obably have only a
sho.t-te.m effect on the g.owth.
The p.esence of aquatic .eeds and weeds in the measu.ing section
may inte.fe.e with the ope.ation of the cu••ent mete. by fouling
the .oto..
Aquatic
vegetation
measu.ing discha.ge.

may

5.3

Solutions

5.3.1

Shifting cont.ol co••ections

obst.uct

the

ult.asonic

method

of

Shifting cont.ol co••ections (adjustments) to the stage-discha.ge
.ating can be used fo. computing discha.ge .eco.ds du.ing pe.iods of va.iable
backwate. caused by aquatic g.owth.
The method .equi.es that seve.al
discha.ge measu.ements be pe.fo.med du.ing the pe.iod of backwate..
The
method is desc.ibed in the WMO Manual on St.eam Gauging (1980, Vol. II).
When the shift-co••ection method is used to compute the discha.ge
.eco.ds of gauging stations affected by aquatic g.owth, the discha.ge must be
measured at inte.vals duLing the g.owing season by cu••ent mete..
Fo. this
pu.pose, a measu.ing .each equal to one st.eam width should be clea.ed and
maintained th.oughout the g.owing season. F.equent manual clea.ing appea.s to
be the most p.actical method.
The weeds and .eeds g.owing in the st.eam bed
and banks may be cut by a special machine attached to a mechanical chain saw
0. by means
of an o.dina.y scythe (WMO, 1981b).
The p.ovision of an
a.tificial g.avel blanket ac.oss the st.eam bed may also be useful in
p.eventing g.owth.
In the discha.ge measu.ement notes, a sho.t desc.iption of the actual
state of the vegetal g.owth should always be given.

5.3.2

Family of stage-discha.ge cu.ves

In st.eams with a p.ofuse g.owth of weeds and .eeds the p.efe ••ed
discha.ge may be
to develop
a
family
of
method of computing the
stage-discha.ge cu.ves fo. diffe.ent peLiods and conditions of weed g.owth
(Powell, 1978).

5.3.3

Elect.omagnetic method

Recent expe.ience seems to indicate that the ,elect.omagnetic method
of measu.ing discha.ge is highly suitable fo. measu.ing flow in st.eam
channels affected by aquatic g.owth (Powell, 1978).
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5.3.4

Anti-growth measures

Several measures have been tried to prevent aquatic growth on
measuring structures.
These measures include:
(a) anti-fouling compounds
added to the building materials, (bl surface coating on the structures and (c)
alternative building materials.
In most cases these methods have failed and
regular and frequent manual cleaning of flumes and weirs by brushing and
scraping has to be performed (WMO/CHy Working Group on Improvement and
Standardization of Instruments and Methods of Observation for Hydrological
Purposes, 1977).

6.

BANK OVERFLOW - FLOOD PLAIN

6.1

Cases
In time of flood, large rivers may more or less regularly
overflow their banks and inundate large areas of their lower,
flat reaches.
Plains higher up in the middle/upper reaches of sizeable rivers
may also be inundated owing to a valley constriction at the
downstream end of the plain which may critically reduce the
discharge capacity of the river.

6.2

Problems
It may be difficult to define a measuring cross-section owing to
the presence of several more or less clearly defined flood
channels, backflow and oblique flow.
It may be difficult to cross the flood plain when performing the
measurement.
The flood plains of large rivers may be up to
several kilometres wide, and may be covered with dense vegetation.
Owing to dense undergrowth such as grass and reeds, the velocity
of water may be very low and stagnant water may be present.

6.3

Solutions

6.3.1

Clearance of a discharge measuring section across the flood plain

The measuring cross-section should be perpendicular to the river.
Some trees are left as signs and for the temporary establishment of cableways
over the largest flood channels and bypasses. Only the main channel and the
largest flood channels may be measured by current meter from cableways or
boats by the ordinary procedure. The rest of the measuring section is divided
into sub-sections and the discharge of each individual section is estimated
with the help of point measurements of depths and velocities.
The exact siting of marks, signs and separate gauging sections must
be based on a reconnaissance survey made just after the passage of a flood
wave when flood marks are still easily visible.
This is important for
defining the direction of flow in the different gauging sections, which often
does not coincide with the direction of main flow.
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6.3.2

Width constriction of flood plains

Constrictions of flood plains can occur naturally but are usually
man-made. Highway and railway bridges are the most common.
These structures
are frequently used to obtain discharges from water-surface profiles based on
high-water marks recovered after a flood.
The peak discharge of a flood can
be estimated from the constriction and flood plain geometry, flood plain
roughness and the difference in water-surface elevations upstream and downstream from a constriction (Schneider and Druffel, 1975; Matthai, 1967).
7.

LARGE INTERCHANGE BETWEEN SURFACE WATER AND GROUNDWATER

7.1

Cases
The water which flows naturally in surface streams at
medium stages is derived principally from groundwater.

low and

Many streams may contribute to groundwater in some reaches or in
some periods of the year, and receive groundwater in other
reaches or in other periods of the year.
In typical limestone terrains with high permeability, the stream
runoff is very low and short-lived, while the groundwater flow
and discharge from springs are correspondingly very high.
7.2

Problem

In open~channel gauging, the end product is the discharge passing in
the stream without recognition of the component received from groundwater
storage, or that part being contributed ("lost") by the stream as groundwater
recharge. Where the total discharge contains a major groundwater component,
measurement of the groundwater discharge can be as important as that of the
stream discharge.

7.3

Solution

7.3.1

Water-balance analyses

The water balance in various sections of the stream channel is
calculated to obtain stream-gain (baseflow) from the groundwater storage and
stream-loss (recharge) to the groundwater storage.
Thus, an analysis may be
made of the interchange process between surface water and groundwater.
Errors
in the runoff calculations for the individual gauging stations may also be
revealed in this way.
The method used is an analysis of the stream recession
hydrographs.
(See Mander, 1975 and Butler, 1957.)

S.

ARID CONDITIONS

Generally, regions with a mean annual temperature of more than lSoC
and an annual rainfall of up to 150-200 mm are known as arid regions; semiarid regions are those with an upper rainfall limit of 500-600 mm.
Regions
with a mean annual temperature of less than lSoC are considered arid when
the rainfall is less than 100 mm per year, and semi-arid when the annual
rainfall is less than 300 mm.
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8.1

Cases
In arid regions, surface runoff is characterized by extreme
variability from one year to the next.
Appreciable runoff may
occur in some areas as short, isolated flow periods separated by
longer periods of low or zero flow. Sustained flow is rare and
occurs only in channels whose origin lies outside the arid
region, or by discharging groundwater.

Flood flows may occur over a short season of, say, two months.
They are produced by intense, localized convective storms and
appear typically as short, torrential flash floods.
The flood water usually diminishes during its passage downstream
by infiltration into the channel bed and overbank spill. In fact
transmission losses represent the single most important recharge
mechanism for alluvial aquifers in arid regions.
The lack of vegetation may lead to considerable erosion and the
flash floods especially may carry a very heavy sediment load.
Under extreme arid conditions the main part of the yearly runoff
may take place in a few weeks or even days, while virtually no
flow occurs during the remainder of the year.
8.2

Problems

In arid climates, it is the extreme irregularity of runoff together
with the high sediment load of the streams which creates the main problems:

There may be a non-existence of stable natural controls due to
high mobility of alluvial channels and periodic changes in stream
reach upstream of permanent section controls.
The scour of gauging cross-section may occur during current-meter
measurements.
A very high load of debris and sediment impedes current-meter
measurements and obstructs automatic water-level recorders.
High flows during floods may carry so much sediment that they
behave as heavy sand-water or mud mixtures rather than normal
water. Under these circumstances, flow conditions are radically
changed and slope-area computations based on standard formulae
and constants cannot be used.
There may be difficulty in obtaining good-quality and continuous
water-level records because of waves and a high sediment load.
Extreme surges may develop in
changing their cross-section.

streams which are

eroding

and

There is a COrnmon occurrence in the wet season of flash floods
with a rapid rise in discharge and high velocities shortly after
the onset of storms.
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The range of flow is often very great,
period to very high during major floods.

from

zero

in the

dry

Access to gauging stations is difficult during the wet periods.
8.3

Solutions

There has been a significant advance, in recent years, towards the
automation of data-collection systems using electronic sensing and logging
methods and data transmission by radio.
These developments are aimed at
producing more accurate recording and computer-compatible records.
In some
cases the systems are used for flood-warning purposes to ensure that
occurrences
of flood-producing rainfall or
of
upstream
flooding
are
communicated to operation centres or flood-control dams for operational
forecasting.
In other cases
for instance with densely instrumented
representative or experimental basins
sophisticated sensing., transmission
and central recording systems may be essential to the purpose of studies which
would otherwise suffer from inaccuracies in the timing of events. Water-level
recorders are now being installed which automatically transmit data through
satellite repeaters (FAO, 1981).
None of these systems reduces the need for regular field trips by
experienced hydrologists and hydrometrists. Field trips are more important in
arid zones than elsewhere and should be made whenever necessary to ensure the
efficient recording of infrequent flood events as they occur (FAO, 1981).

8.3.1

Gauging-station controls

To obtain reliable runoff data, gauging stations should be located
where the stage-discharge relation is relatively stable.
However elementary
and obvious this may be, there are many instances of gauging stations being
sited where there is no prospect of control stability nor the likelihood of
producing data by continuous current-meter measurement.
It is infinitely
preferable to establish gauging stations at points where controls exist or can
be constructed economically, even if such sites are not readily accessible or
are less relevant to the problem in hand, than to do so where the data may be
meaningless or dangerously misleading.
With well-trained and well-equipped
field teams, it may be possible to rate a naturally stable control over a
single high-water period, even at sites of difficult access (FAO, 1981).
Bridges and culverts may provide a partial or complete
should bear in mind, however, that the cross-sectional area of
bridge is variable for a given discharge (if not stabilized).
the stream bed downstream from the bridge shifts as much as
alluvial channels.
8.3.1.2

control.
One
flow under a
In addition,
elsewhere in

Stabilization of the stream bed

Frequently, stable natural controls cannot be found at all in a
particular area, which necessitates the construction of artificial controls.
In arid regions, gabions are often used to stabilize the stream bed.
(See
Section 2.3.2) (Rodier and Roche, 1978).

- 18 For small streams. pre-calibrated measuring structures constructed of
concrete and with a sloping approach apron may be used. as for instance the
crump weir. This type of weir will clear itself of silt in the approach area.
8.3.2

Gauging-station installations

In arid zones. flood water carries large quantities of detritus
including branches and whole trees which frequently damage the staff gauges.
It is therefore desirable and often necessary to recess gauges into the bank
in order to avoid damage, and also to obtain quiescent conditions for accurate
stage readings.

For the design and desilting of stilling wells,
Unstable stream channel - alluvial channel.

see Section 2.

Regarding the desilting of stilling wells, it should be borne in mind
that frequent desilting operations render float-operated recorder mechanisms
vulnerable to damage by inexperienced or careless observers.

Two basic types of gas-pressure recording instruments have been used
with success under arid conditions.
These are the gas-purge (bubbler)
recorder and the enclosed pressure-bulb recorder. The former is claimed to be
the more accurate, although requiring a higher degreee of skill and effort in
operation and maintenance (FAD, 1981).
An essential requirement of all water-level recording instruments,
whether float-operated or gas-pressure operated, is an open time-scale stripchart system on which rapid rise and fall of the stage is accurately recorded.
Stilling wells on streams in arid regions are frequently dry for long
periods of time.
Sometimes no staff gauge to check the position of the
recorder-pen can be safely or easily installed. If the float cable or tape is
not graduated, an index mark should be provided on the float cable and a
reference point specified on the instrument shelf. With some instruments the
float tape is graduated numerically and an index point is provided. The tape
reading, adjusted by a positive or negative constant, then gives the stage
reading represented by the float elevation (FAD, 1981).
Flat floats, though less sensitive than long narrow ones, have the
advantage that they follow the water level to a lower level as silting of the
stilling well advances. Also, they are less likely to become embedded in the
silt as it settles on the bottom of the well as the water level recedes.
The clearness and precision of the pen-trace produced by the
instruments is variable and depends not only on the instrument design but on
such factors as (a) bubble rate, length of tubing and design of air outlet, in
the case of a gas-purge instrument, and (b) length of tubing, moisture content
of air in the tubing and quality of sealing, in the case of the pressure-bulb
instrument (FAD, 1981).
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The pen-trace response of the gas-purge recorders to water-level
fluctuations may be made more sensitive by increasing the bubble rate and by
enlarging the gas outlet diameter by adding a piece of piping to form a
vertical and well-shaped outlet point (FAO, 1981).
In arid zones the dusty conditions make instrument maintenance
difficult.
It is only by high maintenance standards in difficult conditions
that reliable stage records can be obtained.
Instruments must be checked
meticulously during field visits.
This, of course, applies to all instruments
but the scarcity of runoff events could mean that water-level-recorder failure
for one month may result in loss of record of the greater part of the runoff
of an entire year (FAO, 1981);

In arid zones, it is generally preferable to install cableways for
current-meter
measurements.
It
is
seldom
practicable
to
carry
out
measurements from boats owing to the high velocities which often occur (Rodier
and Roche, 1978).

Bridges and culverts may also be utilized for carrying out discharge
Truck-mounted
measurements by current meter, using cranes and gauging reels.
gauging equipment may be appropriate in some situations.
If practicable, footbridges are installed on small streams.
Very
accurate current-meter measurements can be obtained from footbridges using rod
suspension.
8.3.2.5

Qi~c~aEg~

measurements

Procedures for discharge measurements in arid regions are basically
the same as those applicable elsewhere, although they may require adaptation
to specific conditions.
For current-meter procedures applicable under conditions of shifting
control and flash floods, refer to Section 2. - Unstable stream channel
alluvial channel, and Section 3. - Flash floods.
Detailed procedures for
current-meter measurements and computation of discharge are given in the WMO
Manual on Stream Gauging (1980, Vol. I).
Bridges
measuring flow.
equations and is
level between an

and culverts may be
The computation of
possible because of
approach section and

used in the contracted-opening method of
flow is based on continuity and energy
the abrupt drop which occurs in the water
the contracted section (Matthai, 1967).

A channel reach for gauging flood flows by the slope-area method is
frequently required where high-water current-meter measurements cannot be
carried out.
A suitable reach should be surveyed and high-water staff gauges
installed at the upstream and downstream ends of the reach (WMO, 1980,
Vol. I). Flood-crest gauges should be included with the staff gauges in order
to obtain the surface slope in the reach at peak stage.
Sometimes measurements cannot be performed by current meter owing to
a high content of debris and sediment or to drift on the water surface. Under
these conditions the surface velocity may be measured by the timing of floats
or drift over a measured channel reach (WMO, 1980, Vol. I).
The float reach
can advantageously be combined with the slope-area reach.
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Discharge
measurements
by
dilution
methods
may
be
applied
successfully in arid conditions. The main difficulty with these techniques is
the requirement for well-organized, trained and equipped teams, the success of
whose operations is governed by their team work and mutual dependence to a
much greater degree than that of current-meter teams. The need for skill in
site selection and for co-ordination of effort at the injection and sampling
sites, which may be remote from each other, is usually difficult to fulfil.
Whereas current-meter work can be successful with only one proficient team
member, dilution gauging cannot (FAO, 1981).
Storage
reservoirs are
potentially valuable gauging structures
capable of producing good-quality runoff data with little effort in comparison
with that required for the effective operation of conventional runoff
stations. The reservoir storage change is estimated from water-level records
and the stage-storage relationship established by survey.
Rainfall on the
reservoir surface is included in the storage-change term of the water-budget
equation and may usually be ignored.
Evaporation must be estimated.
For
practical purposes, the measured reservoir hydrograph rise and estimated
outflow produce adequate inflow estimates, without evaporation estimation,
where prolonged surface runoff recession or base flow represents a small
proportion of runoff.
The effect of sedimentation on the precision of the
inflow estimate depends on its magnitude in relation to the flow (FAO, 1981).

Data on variations in the stream cross-sectional area during flood
flows in alluvial channels are obtained by so-called scour indicators.
Some
of the devices commonly used are (FAO, 1981):
(a) chains are buried
vertically in the channel bed and anchored by means of heavy concrete blocks
below the expected scour depth; in theory, the depth of scour is the depth
to that part of the chain subsequently found to be lying horizontally;
Ib) tiles or other expendable materials are buried at specified vertical
intervals; the depth of scour is assumed to be the depth between the top tile
and the tile located subsequently.

9.

RIVER CHANNEL AND ESTUARY AFFECTED BY TIDES

Tidal action is caused by the gravitational attraction of the Moon
and the Sun, of which the force of the Moon is the predominant factor, being
about twice that of the Sun. The fundamental tide is of semidiurnal type with
two nearly equal cycles in each lunar day of 24 hours and 50 minutes, with an
essential sinusoidal pattern. The tides with the greatest range in each lunar
month, the spring tides, occur at the time of the full and new Moon, depending
on the relative declinations of the Sun and the Moon.
The tides with the
least range, neap tides, occur at half Moon, midway between full and new
Moon.
A number of other factors are involved in the forces producing the
tides, making them highly complex.
Any sizeable body of water is subject to wind set-ups (sometimes
called wind tides) which may be of considerable magnitude, with no regular
period but associated with wind velocity and direction.
The greatest wind
set-ups are are those associated with hurricanes. The steady, high winds of a
hurricane tend to raise the water level along the sea shore and, during the
period of maximum wind velocity, they can cause destructively high stages.
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The size of the tidal range is particularly important in low-lying
country where the channels and drainage may be considerably affected by tidal
backwater.
A. distinction is made between tide and current: tide is the vertical
change in surface elevation of a body of water, while current is the
horizontal movement of water caused by the tidal action.
9.1

Cases
A stream channel directly connected to a tidal body of water is
usually affected by tidal variations for some distance above its
outlet.
The length of the reach affected depends upon the
elevation of the bottom of the channel , the amount of freshwater
discharge, and the friction-producing elements in the channel.
The effect of tidal variations is not simultaneous throughout the
length of a tidal reach of a stream. and the result is a wave
which travels upstream.
Because the vertical motion of the water
affected by the wave is a result of continuous and alternate
storage and release of water in the channel, it follows that a
tidal impulse can travel upstream against the flow of water in a
channel.
Therefore, a tidal wave moving upstream does not
necessarily indicate actual upstream movement of the water.
The tidal wave will produce unsteady flow conditions as it moves
up a waterway.
As long as the acceleration head is moderate. the
flow pattern will belong to the gradually varied unsteady-flow
type.
However, in regions of the world where the tidal range is
very large and the gradient of the waterway is low, a tidal bore
moving rapidly upstream may result.
A tidal bore (or surge)
refers to a moving hydraulic jump which possesses a sharp and
steep advancing front (i.e. a rapidly varied unsteady flow).
The tidal range decreases as the wave moves upstream and it
disappears at some point inland.
The rate of decrease would be
uniform in a uniform canal but it varies in a natural stream
channel because of changes in the channel section and channel
alignment.
For a given channel, the limit of the tidal backwater
varies with the amount of freshwater discharge in the stream
because the discharge has a damping effect - the greater the
discharge, the shorter the reach affected by the tide.
Close to the sea, at outlets of tidal streams, the time of slack
water (i.e. zero current) is almost the same as the time of high
and low tide.
But this does not hold true in the upper reaches;
here tide and current become progressively more out of phase as
the tidal wave moves upstream.
Furthermore. the tidal wave In
the lower reaches of the stream usually has the same shape as in
the outlet bay, but a change in symmetry occurs as the wave
progresses
upstream.
The
freshwater
discharge and channel
friction oppose the upstream propagation of the wave. and they
tend to shorten the duration of the rise and to lengthen the
duration of the fall, although the period of the wave remains the
same.
This is the characteristic river-type tide which is cornmon
in the upper tidal reaches of coastal streams (USGS. 1955).
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9.2

-Problems
- - -

Because of the periodical ingress and regress of the tide in
estuaries and tidal river reaches, a number of possible difficulties may
occur, as listed below (USGS, 1955; BSI, 1973; ISO, 1974; WMO, 1981b).

There is a continuous change in stage with time.
There is a continuous change in velocity of the current.
steady flow condition is never achieved.
In tide-affected rivers the high and low
occur at the same time as the maximum
(discharge), i.e. tide and current are out
of current occurring before the extremes of

i. e.

a

tides (stage) do not
and minimum current
of phase, the extremes
tide.

The distribution of velocity changes with time, both in width and
depth.
Generally, in estuaries and downstream reaches of tidal channels,
there is a periodic reversal of the current, the velocity
attaining zero magnitude during the transition.
In the upstream
reaches the tide will not cause a change in the direction of the
current, but will manifest itself in a form of pulsating current.
The
change
in direction of the
current
does
not occur
simultaneously throughout the width and depth of the lower tidal
reaches.
The occurrence of high tide and low tide will not generally take
place at the same time as the change in the direction of current,
and will not occur at the same time along the tide-affected
channel.
There may be great and rapid variations in the width and
conveyance of the different cross-sections due to successive
covering and uncovering of the banks and shoals by the tide.
There may be density currents (i. e. stratified flow caused by a
salt-water wedge), even with the upper strata flowing in one
direction and the lower stra~a flowing in the opposite direction.
There may be large-scale turbulence (e.g. fluctuations with
periods of more than 30 seconds and amplitudes of up to 50 per
cent of the mean velocity have been measured) and seiches.
There may be wind set-ups
regular tide pattern.

9.3

aggravating

and

complicating

the

Solutions

Discharge
discussed below.

ratings

can

be

obtained

for

tide-affected

streams

as
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9.3.1

Direct measurement by observing a velocity index together with
stage (WMO, 1980)

The velocity index may be obtained ,by the following means:
(a) The pendulum current meter, for small streams (WMO. 1980, Vol. I;
Rusinov, 1975);
(b) The moving-boat method.
The moving-boat technique is similar to
the conventional current-meter measurement in that both use the
veloci ty-area approach in determining discharge.
It is a method
suitable for
tide-affected rivers where the unsteady flow
conditions require that measurements be made as rapidly as
possible (WMO, 1980).
The method is especially suitable for
large rivers.
It is not practical in channel reaches with
density currents and stratified flow (WMO, 1981b);
(c) The ultrasonic method, for rivers up to 400 m wide. It cannot be
used when there are density currents with stratified flow, i.e.
in estuaries and the lower reaches of tide-affected streams (WMO.
1980; Charlton, 1978);
(d) The electromagnetic method, for streams up to about 100 m wide.
It can be used in stratified and reverse flow and gives a
continuous record of the discharge.
lWMO, 1980; Charlton, 1978).

9.3.2

Empirical methods

There are four empirical methods (i. e. mathematically derived from
measured relationships) for rating tidal reaches, all of which have their
shortcomings in given situations:
la) Method of cubature.
The method of cubature is based on the law
of conservation of mass:
outflow = inflow + change in storage.
It consists of using the rate of rise and fall of the water
surface to determine the rate of gain or loss of channel storage
in a reach.
The discharge at the downstream end of a reach is
calculated from a known inflow and known gain or loss in channel
storage during the time required for the surface to rise and fall
(BSI, 1973; ISO, 1974; WMO, 1980, Vol.II).
The method of cubature has certain limitations, of which the
greatest is that errors in calculation of base or upstream flows
are included in the flows computed for stations downstream, and
that the accuracy of the calculations must be expected to be in
the order of ± 10 per cent lWMO, 1980, Vol. II; UN. 1954);
(b) Method of stage-slope-discharge rating.
Stage-slope-discharge
relations have been used successfully for rating tide-affected
streams where acceleration head is a minor factor.
Acceleration
head is often a minor factor where the slope reach is located at
the upper end of a tidal channel near the limit of the tidal
backwater and it is usually only at or near such locations that
the method can be used (WMO, 1980, Vol. II);
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(c)

Tide-correction method. The tide-correction method assumes that
a direct proportionality exists between the cyclic range in stage
observed at any two points within a tidal reach.
Based on that
assumption, a relation of mean discharge for a tidal cycle to
mean stage for a tidal cycle is developed for the base-gauge
si te.
In calibrating this relation, the mean discharge for a
tidal cycle, obtained by averaging several individual measurements made 1 to 2 hours apart throughout the cycle, is plotted
against adjusted mean stage at the base gauge.
The adjustment
applied to the mean stage at the base gauge is determined from
the difference, at the secondary gauge, between observed mean
stage and the stage which is presumed to exist under conditions
of least tidal fluctuation. That difference (D) is multiplied by
the ratio of the stage range at the base gauge to the stage range
at the secondary gauge; the product is the stage adjustment
required at the base gauge.
In practice the secondary stage
observations are frequently made at a nearby ocean inlet.
Mean
sea-level is assumed to represent the condition of least tidal
fluctuation and, therefore, if all gauges have their datums set
to mean sea-level, D is always equal to the mean stage for a
tidal cycle at the secondary gauge.
Essentially, the tidecorrection method attempts to approximate the stage which would
occur with a particular steady-flow discharge under a fixed
backwater condition (USGS, 1955; WMO, 1980, Vol. II).
The tide-correction method of rating a tide-affected stream may
be used where reverse flows occur during a part of each tidal
cycle, because the mean discharge for the cycle is the value used
in the computation (USGS, 1955; WMO, 1980, Vol. II);

(d) Coaxial rating-curve method.
The coaxial method of graphical
correlation to determine discharge in a tidal reach was developed
to fill the need for a simple method of making reasonably
accurate "on-the-spot" determination of streamflow.
A method of
this kind is required, for example, in the operation of a sewage
plant discharging its effluent into a tide-affected stream. The
method that was developed fills this need in that readings from a
pair of stage gauges can be used to determine momentary discharge
directly from a set of rating curves. However, the method is too
cumbersome for use in computing a continuous record of discharge
for a gauging station (WMO, 1980, Vol. II).

9.3.3

Velocity-area method

In this method, the velocity is measured during the entire flood-ebb
cycle.
The time interval between measurements at the various verticals is
kept to a minimum. Measurements are usually made at several points, in order
to be able to take into account the different directions of flow at the
verticals.
At the same time, the water level is measured continuously, and
also the depth at the verticals.
Then, all measurements are reduced to a
single time for which the discharge is calculated.
However, this method is
labour consuming; it requires a large number of observers, boats and
equipment. The method is particularly difficult if the amplitude of the tide
is large, if there are large changes in width in the period of the tide and if
there are significant changes in the mean direction of flow during a tidal
cycle.
However, the method shows up the distribution of velocities, the
stratification of the tidal current, etc. (BSI, 1973; ISO, 1974; WMO, 1981b).
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The velocity measurements required for the velocity-area method may
also be carried out by the moving-boat method (ISO, 1974) and the method using
a network of current meters (WMO, 1980, Vol. I).

9.3.4

Unsteady flow mathematical modelling method

This method is based on the complex mathematics of the differential
equations of unsteady flow, involving the principles of conservation of mass
and the conservation of energy.
The basic assumptions made are (a) gradual variation in unsteady
flow, (b) homogeneous and one-dimensional flow, and (c) prismatic channel
geometry.
On these assumptions a system of unsteady-flow equations can
readily be set up to describe the tidal flow. Initial and boundary conditions
are determined by field measurements.
The actual computation of discharge is
performed by digital computers (WMO, 1980, Vol. II; UN, 1954).
From the basic assumptions it follows that the use of the method
should be limited to those portions of tidal reaches which are affected by the
propagation of long, low-amplitude, translatory waves and are beyond the range
of influence of appreciable salinity intrusion which might result in the
stratification of flow by density currents (WMO, 1980, Vol. II).

10.

RIVER CHANNEL AFFECTED BY WIND

When wind is blowing over a water surface, ordinary oscillating waves
occur. The waves are caused by friction between the air and the water surface
and, having arisen, they are also exposed to direct wind pressure as well as
the effect of air eddies formed leeward of the wave crest.
The combined
forces to which the water surface is thus subjected are called the wind force
(Hellstrom, 1941).
10.1

Cases
In lakes, the wind force generates surface currents, driving the
water against the leeward shore.
This gives the water surface a
rising slope which causes return currents in the deeper water.
The increase in stage at the leeward shore, added to the decrease
in stage at the windward shore, is called the wind effect.
The
wind effect is also referred to as the wind set-up.
The wind effect should not be confused with seiches, which are
the free oscillation of the whole mass of water in a lake and the
resultant rhythmic motion of the water surface.
In rivers the wind force will increase or decrease the velocity
of the water depending on whether the wind is blowing with or
against the flow.
The water surface is thereby lowered or
raised, as the case may be.
The difference in stage from the
normal stage of calm weather is called the wind effect.

10.2

Problems
The wind effect may have considerable influence on the outflow
from lakes.
In the St. Lawrence River, for instance, the variation in river flow caused by wind effects on Lake St. Francis
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According to documents in the Geneva City Archives, wind drove the water back from
the outlet of Lake Leman in 1495 and 1695, part of the lake
bottom was exposed and no water entered the River Rhone
(Hellstrom, 1941).
Regarding the flow in rivers, the wind force will increase or
decrease the velocity of flow as the wind blows in a downstream
or upstream direction.
The water level is thereby lowered or
raised,
decreasing
or
increasing
the
cross-sectional
area
required for discharging a given flow, the discharge being
independent of the wind.
Under these conditions, the discharge
rating curve is no longer valid if there is an appreciable
distance between the station control and the stage gauge or
recorder (Hellstrom, 1941).
Regarding outflow from lakes, two cases must be considered:
(a) The wind blowing over the lake does not
the rlver at the outlet of the lake;

appreciably affect

(b) The wind blowing over the lake also blows up or down the
river, causing a change in the velocity of flow (Hellstrom,
1941) .
In case (a) the discharge from the lake depends on the water
level in the lake at the outlet only and the discharge rating
curve remains unaffected.
In case (b) the discharge depends not only on the water level
in the lake, but also on the wind effect on the river at and
downstream from the outlet of the lake.
When making discharge measurements from boats, the wind-caused
waves may induce vertical motion in a cable-suspended current
meter, or the wind may cause an oscillatory horizontal movement
of the boat against the tag line.
Either movement may affect the
operation of the current meter.
When making current-meter measurements from manual cableways, the
cablecar may be set in a swaying motion by even a light breeze,
precluding any measurement from being taken. This problem often
occurs with cableways with long spans.
In general, wind may affect the accuracy of a current-meter
measurement
by causing abnormal variation in velocity, by
agitating the water surface, by obscuring the angle of current
and
by
affecting
the
uppermost velocity
reading
in the
observation verticals (Corbett et al., 1945).
10.3

Solutions

10.3.1

Correct location of gauging station

Gauges on lakes and reservoirs should be located near the outlet, but
upstream of the zone where the velocity causes a drawdown in the water level
(Hellstrom, 1941).
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fetch of strong and/or prevailing winds which may cause damage or misleading
data (fetch = the distance which the wind blows over a water surface) (ISO,
1981) .
When siting regular
effects should be avoided.
10.3.2

stream~gauging

stations, sites with serious wind

Orientation of gauging sites on rivers

The orientation of the stream reach where the gauging station and
discharge-measuring site is located should be such that the direction of flow
is as closely as possible normal to that of the prevailing wind (Hellstrom,
1941).
In rivers, the gauge and recorder should be located close to the
station control, but outside the range of the velocity drawdown curve.
This
is particularly important where the depth of water upstream of the control is
small, where the reach above the control is exposed to the prevailing wind and
where the low stage head at the station control is small (Robertson, 1970).
10.3.3

Gauge and control separated by some distance

When the gauge or recorder is unavoidably separated by some distance
from the station control, discharge measurements for calibration should not be
made if an appreciable wind is blowing up or down the river (Robertson. 1970).
10.3.4

Conditions for discharge measurements

In general, discharge measurements for calibration purposes should
not be performed under conditions in which the wind effect will impair the
quality and accuracy of the measurement. The measurement should be postponed
until conditions are calmer.
In most cases this will not present a serious
problem.
However, in hot desert regions the problem may become a real
obstacle regarding current-meter measurements from manned cableways.
As
stated in 10.2, a manned cableway may easily be set and maintained in a
pendulum-like motion by even a slight breeze. In a hot desert region, a light
breeze often starts to move down the river valleys quite early in the day (say
at 10-11 a.m.). In order to finish his current-meter measurement in time, the
hydrologist therefore has to start the day at sunrise.
10.3.5

Special cases

Sometimes a gauging station may have to be established on a site
subject to wind effects. In this case, the wind set-up may be computed and
the observations corrected (Robertson, 1970).
In other cases, it is the rise in water level at the leeward side of
a lake that is of interest, rather than the total wind set-up. This value may
also be computed on the basis of fetch, depth of water and wind velocity
(Beach Erosion Board, 1952).
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RIVER CHANNEL AFFECTED BY ICE

In temperate and cold climatic regions ice will form on lakes and
rivers during the winter season.
Solid ice forms on the surface of water
bodies. In streams where the current is of moderate strength, a complete ice
cover will eventually be formed. This cover will ordinarily be in flotation
but not in motion.
Frazil ice (slush) is an accumulation of fine, elongated needles and
thin sheets of ice which form on the surface of turbulent water, as at riffles.
Anchor ice consists of masses of spongy ice or slush adhering to
rocks on the stream bed.
Anchor ice is released and floats to the surface
when the stream bed is warmed by short-wave radiation from the Sun.
ll.l

Cases
A cover of surface ice in contact with the water will, in effect,
change the flow of a stream from open channel flow to closed
conduit flow, thereby reducing the conveyance of the stream. The
recorded stage will therefore increase for a given discharge,
that is, backwater occurs.
The backwater effect may be
aggravated by the accumulation of frazil ice and/or anchor ice
under the surface ice.
In early winter, frazil ice may cause temporary backwater in
shallow stream reaches or at section controls. Anchor ice which
has formed on the bed of the stream at or near controlling
sections and reaches may have similar effects, usually of short
duration.
In regions with a stable winter regime, there are commonly two
discharge minima during the winter.
The first occurs in early
winter. A sudden drop in temperature is accompanied by a sharp
decrease in discharge resulting from: (a) the reduced discharge
capacity of the river under ice cover, (bl the loss of some of
the flowing water to ice formation, and (cl the temporary reduction of inflow of groundwater due to freezing of the ground. The
drop in discharge will be of short duration (one or a few days).
It is then usually followed by a quick recovery up to the normal
recession.
The second minimum, which occurs at the end of the
winter, is caused by the exhaustion of the available groundwater
reservoir.
Small streams are usually less subject to backwater from surface
ice than large streams. A small stream may acquire an ice cover
when the water level is at a fairly high stage. With continued
freezing temperatures the stage of the stream will decrease.
However, the ice cover will often remain in place, supported by
arch action and by large stones in the stream bed, allowing the
diminished flow to pass beneath the ice.
Surface ice may cause siphonic action when it forms on a section
control. When siphoning occurs, i t causes rapid fluctuations of
stage:
the gauge pool is rapidly drained low, then, when air
enters the system, the pool fills up and the siphoning starts all
over again.
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and freezing, the inflow of snowmelt water causes increased flow
during the thaws. Rainfall during thaw periods often intensifies
snow-mel ting and may lead to a sharp increase in· discharge,
especially when the ground is frozen and prevents infiltration.
Periods of alternate freezing and thawing often result in the
formation of several layers of solid ice with water flowing
between the layers. One or more break-ups of the ice cover may
occur during the winter, causing ice-jams of the broken floating
ice.
11.2

Problems
Automatic stage recorders do not function because of failure of
the recording instrument due to low temperatures, or because of
ice formation in the stilling well and intake pipes.
Outside staff gauges cannot be read because of ice cover on the
stream.
Current-meter equipment and current-meter measurement procedures
for open-water conditions have to be adapted to ice conditions.
It is difficult to
measurement sections.

locate

and

evaluate

good

current-meter

Ice lodged in stream channels affects the normal open-water
stage-discharge relation of a stream, in amounts varying with the
quantity and nature of the ice, fluctuations in air temperature
and discharge, and by causing backwater effects. Thus, backwater
effects due to ice preclude the direct use of the open-water
discharge rating.
11.3

Solutions

11.3.1

Siting of the gauging station, in temperate climates, so that
backwater effects may be reduced or wholly eliminated
This may involve:
(a) Siting the gauging station near the outlet of a lake or large
pool. Because of the comparatively high temperatures which exist
in the outflow from such water bodies during the winter season,
ice will seldom, if ever, form at the outlet (Rusinov, 1975;
Grover and Harrington, 1966);
Cb) Siting the gauging station below: (i) an industrial plant, (ii)
immediately downstream from a dam with outlet gates, or (iii) in
a long, fairly deep pool just upstream from a riffle (WMO, 1980,
Vol. 1);
(c) Installing an artificial control.
Artificial controls are less
likely to be affected by the formation of ice than natural
controls are (WMO, 1981b; Grover and Harrington, 1966).
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In cold climates the above solutions are not feasible because all
water bodies will freeze over during the winter season (Rusinov, 1975).

11. 3.2

Installation of the gauging station so that it may be kept
reasonably free of ice

This may involve:
(a) For a non-recording gauge, the daily clearing of ice from that
part of the staff gauge which extends into the river or the
cutting of a hole through the ice under the chain or wire-weight
gauge, so that the water beneath the ice will rise to its static
level and readings of stage may be made (Rusinov, 1975; Grover
and Harrington, 1966);
(bl For a float-actuated water-stage recorder, the construction of
the stilling well at such a distance from the bank of the river
and at such a depth below the ground surface that the surface of
the water in the well will be below the ft"ost line at the bank.
Furthet"mot"e, the intake pipe should be placed at as Iowan
elevation as the stt"eam bed willpet"mit, so that the pipe may be
pt"otected by the gt"eatest possible depth of eat"th covet" and that
it may be well below the zone of ice fot"mation in the stt"eam
(ISO, 1981 and 1982),
In the design of stage t"ecot"det"s,
pt"ovision should be made fot" the use of insulating materials in
the walls and ceiling of the house and stilling well and at"ound
the intake pipes (Rusinov, 1975; ISO, 1981);
(c) FOt" a gas-pt"essut"e stage recot"det", the mounting of the orifice
from which the compt"essed gas dischat"ges into the stt"eam at an
elevation below that of the bottom of the ice sheet which will
normally fot"m at the gauging station.
To avoid blockage, the
ot"ifice should be away ft"om locations whet"e anchot" ice will fOt"m,
such as above t"apids.
Whet"e the possibility exists of the
ot"ifice becoming ft"ozen in the ice, the gas-feed pt"essut"e should
be t"educed to a value less than the pt"essut"e equivalent of the
full-scale t"ange of the instrument.
The line to the ot"ifice
should be but"ied in the bank to a depth sufficient to pt"<4~ent
damage ft"om ice scout" dut"ing ice-jams (ISO, 1981).

11.3.3

Pt"evention of the fot"mation of ice in automatic t"ecot"det"s and at
gauges

This may involve:
(a) Installing a tempot"at"y floot" within the stilling well just below
the ft"ost line.
The tempot"at"y floot" is set in eady winter and
t"emoved befot"e the
spring thaw
(WMO,
1981b;
Gt"ovet"
and
Hat"t"ington, 1966; Cot"bett, 1945);
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(b) Installing two intake pipes, the lower of >Thich is positioned
belo>T the bottom of the ice sheet and the upper above the ice
sheet.
In this way the 10>Ter pipe will function during the
freezing period and, should the lO>Ter intake become frozen, the
upper intake will become operative during the sno>T-melt flood
while the lower intake tha>Ts (ISO, 1981);
(c) Installing a waterproof cylinder, partly filled >Tith a nonvolatile petroleum distillate, vertically in the stilling well to
accommodate the float (WMO, 1981b; ISO, 1981);
(d) Installing heating devices in the recorder house, stilling >Tell
and intake pipe. These may include:
electric heaters and lamps,
electric immersion coils or an electric heating cable placed
inside or >Trapped around the intake pipe; kerosene and gas
burners or lamps (WMO, 1981b; ISO, 1981; Grover and Harrington,
1966).
The quantity of heat provided must be the minimum
required to keep the stilling >Tell ice free.
Overheating of the
welL or the water in the >TelL by the use of immersion heaters
will result in the production of excessive >Tater vapour >Thich
>Till condense as rime on the >Tell >Tall and in the recorder shelter, causing jammed doors and recorder and clock malfunctions
(ISO, 1981);
(e) Providing ventilator ducts just under the ceiling of the >Tell to
prevent or reduce the formation of rime inside the recorder;
(f) Where necessary and feasible, the heating of structures such as
notches, >Teirs and flumes during the freezing period to ensure
that the stage-discharge relation is applicable during the
winter.
This may be accomplished by suspending an array of
electric or propane radiant heaters above the structure, or by
enclosing the entire structure in a >Tooden cover during >Tinter
time, leaving openings for the free inflow and outflow of >Tater
only.
The space enclosed in this manner may then be heated.
A
heating cable embedded in the crest of >Teirs has also proved
useful (ISO, 1981; Tveit, 1974);
(g)

Wrapping a heating cable around the scale and backing board ln
order to prevent the formation of ice around a staff gauge
lOtnes, 1964);

(h) Between readings of non-recording gauges, covering the hole
through the ice >Ti th insulating mats to prevent or reduce the
thickness of new ice (Rusinov, 1975; Otnes, 1964).

11. 3.4

Determination of the magnitude of backwater effect and computation
of discharges during periods of back>Tater

Current-meter measurements should be carried out as frequently as
feasible >Then the stream is under ice cover, particularly during freezing and
break-up periods >Then the flo>T is highly variable.
In mid->Tinter, the
frequency of measurement >Till depend on climate, accessibility, size of
stream, >Tinter runoff characteristics and required accuracy of the discharge
record.
In very cold climates where ice cover persists and >Tinter discharge
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shows a smooth ~ecession, fewe~ winte~ measu~ements a~e needed than in
climates which p~omote the alte~nate f~eezing and thawing of ~ive~ ice (WMO,
1981b; G~ove~ and Ha~~ington, 1966).
By means of the measu~ed discha~ges the backwate~ effect at the time
of a discha~ge measu~ement is dete~mined.
Thus, based on the measured
backwater effect, the daily mean discha~ges in time intervals between
measu~ements a~e computed, making use of othe~ ~elevant information such as:
(a) ice notes by an obse~ve~ and visit repo~ts by a hyd~ologist, (b) weathe~
notes by an obse~ve~, (c) temperatu~e reco~ds by an obse~ve~ o~ a nea~by
meteo~ological station, and (d) comparisons and consistency checks with other
compa~able stations, pa~ticularly with stations which a~e unaffected by ice.
A numbe~ of methods fo~ computing the discharges between measu~ements a~e
desc~ibed in the lite~ature:
Backwater method (WMO, 1981b);
Inte~polated discha~ge

Adjusted

discha~ge

Effective

method (WMO, 1981b;

T~estman,

1960);

method (WMO, 1981b);

stage
method
(WMO,
1981b),
also
known
method o~ Stout method (WMO, 1980, Vol. II);

as

shifting-cont~ol

Recession

cu~ve

method (WMO, 1981b);

Correction facto~ method (WMO, 1981b), also known as discharge
~atio method
(WMO, 1980, Vol. II), o~ t~ansition coefficient
method (T~estman, 1960);
Hydrog~aphic

and climatic

Winte~ discha~ge

compa~ison

method (WMO, 1980, Vol. II);

curves method (Trestman, 1960).

When discha~ges, as computed f~om the ~ating curve and observed
stages, o~ the observed stages, a~e sto~ed in the compute~, daily values may
be computed utilizing inte~active systems.
The data a~e co~rected using
inte~active tools such as c~oss-hai~s o~ a light-pen on a g~aphical computer
terminal. Such systems may be used for the backwate~ method, the inte~polated
and the adjusted discha~ge method, and the effective stage method.
The
~ecession cu~ve method, the cor~ection facto~ method, and simila~ methods may
be used to p~ovide the hydrologist with initial t~ial values which he may then
co~~ect (Roald, 1982).

11. 3.5

P~ovision

of special equipment and p~ocedu~es in addition to the
---------------------------------------------------------------basic cur~ent-mete~ equipment and p~ocedu~es used fo~ measu~ements
------------------------------------------------------------------

under ice cover
The special equipment and

p~ocedu~es requi~ed

include:

(a) Selecting possible locations in the c~oss-section to be used for
measurements f~om ice cove~ during the open wate~ season when
channel conditions can be evaluated;
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(b) If there are several layers of ice cover, determining the
discharges flowing between the layers of ice separately.
In each
flow, soundings and velocity measurements are made independently
(WMO, 1981b; Rusinov, 1975);

(c) Where water flows above the ice, measuring separately the
discharge under the ice and above it. The upper current is often
measured by wading (WMO, 1981b; Rusinov, 1975);

(d) Cutting holes through the ice cover with an ice chisel, ice
auger, ice power drill, or a chain saw (WMO, 1981b and 1980, Vol.
I) ;
(e)

Using ordinary propeller-type current meters, or vane current
meters, for measurements under the ice cover.
Cup-type current
meters are not suitable as the cups tend to fill with slush (WMO,
1980, Vol. I; Rusinov, 1975);

(f)

Once the measurement has started, keeping the current meter in
the water as much as possible to avoid exposure to the cold air
(WMO, 1980, Vol. I; Grover and Harrington, 1966);

(g) In extremely cold weather, using a heated water tank, if
necessary, to keep the current meter from freezing while moving
it from one ice hole to the next (WMO, 1981b, Grover and
Harrington, 1966);

(h) Taking into account that. when holes are cut in the ice, the
backwater effect will usually press the water up into the hole.
In order to determine the effective depth of the stream, ice
measuring sticks are used to measure the distance from the water
surface to the bottom of the ice.
This is done with a graduated
bar with an L-shaped projection at the lower end (WMO. 1981b and
1980, Vol. I).
An ordinary sounding rod with a footplate may be
used for the same purpose;
(i)

Using a special weight assembly for line sounding under the ice
cover because a regular sounding weight will not fit through the
hole cut by the ice drill.
The weight and current meter are
placed in a framework which will fit through the drilled hole
(WMO, 1980, Vol. I);

(j) Connecting a propeller-type current meter which is suspended from
a rod to a special tool whereby the meter is turned to a vertical
posi tion when being passed through the ice hole. after which it
is turned to a horizontal position (Otnes, 1964);
(k) When time is available, determining velocity curves from velocity
observations at every tenth of the effective depth, in at least
two verticals, to determine what coefficients, if any. are
necessary to convert the average velocity obtained by any
standard open-water method of observation to an average velocity
in a vertical under the ice cover (WMO, 1981b);
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(l)

If there is no surface flow in the channel in winter and the
channel is covered with snow, preparing the gauging site for the
spring measurements just before the onset of floods.
For this
purpose, a ditch in the Snow 0.5 to 1 m wide and not less than
10 m long is dug in the lowest part of the channel.
Subsequently, this ditch will be enlarged by the water flowing
through it (WMO, 1981b; Rusinov, 1975);

(m) If there is a discontinuous ice cover, only part of the current
being covered with ice, carrying out measurements in the free
sections as in an open channel, and in the covered part as in a
continuous frozen section.
If direct measurements of velocity
cannot be made by current meter in the open part. the float
method should be used.
For this purpose, either specially made
floats or ice floes floating in the area may be used (WMO, 1981b;
Rusinov, 1975);
(n) Using an ice chisel when first crossing an ice-covered stream to
determine whether the ice is strong enough to support the
hydrologist.
If a solid blow with the chisel blade does not
penetrate the ice, it is safe to walk on, providing the ice is in
contact with the water (WMO, 1980, Vol. I);
(0)

When the safety of the ice is in doubt, using a life line when
first crossing and probing the ice cover (Otnes, 1964).
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SUMMARY OF METHODS OF MEASUREMENT APPLICABLE UNDER DIFFICULT CONDITIONS
Method of measurement
No.
1

Difficult condition

Title

Facilities/procedures

Discharge rating

Unstable stream channel alluvial channel

Velocity-area
(standard)

Stabilized stream section and
standard current-meter gauging
techniques; or moving-boat
technique

Stage-discharge
by Stout method or
shift adjustments

Moving-boat technique
(large river)

measurements and

Velocity-area

relation, corrected

Frequent (daily)
interpolation between
measurements

Permanent installation of system
(small river)

Continuous registration

Triangular weir

Stabilized stream reach

Stage-discharge relation

(Crump weir)

(small river)

Flume

Stabilized stream reach
(small river)

Stage-discharge relation

Velocity-area

Standard current-meter gauging
facilities, but shortened and
optimized gauging procedure

Stage-discharge relation

Velocity-area

Velocity-index technique by
- standard current meter

Continuous discharge
registration

El ectromagneti c

2

Flash floods

of discharge

- deflection meter

- electromagnetic point
velocity meter
- optical point velocity meter
Velocity-area

Standard float reach

Stage-discharge relation

Method of measurement
No.

3

4

Difficult condition

Inability to define stagedischarge relation (variable
backwater and highly unsteady
flow)

River channel affected by
aquatic growth

Title

Facilities/procedures

Discharge rating

Slope-area

Standard slope reach

Stage-slope-discharge
relation

Contracted opening

Bridge or culvert; and postflood survey

Maximum flood discharge

Triangular weir
(Crump weir)

Stabilized stream reach

Stage-discharge relation

Tracer, radioactive
substance

Turbulent mixing reach

Stage-discharge relation

Slope-area

Standard slope reach

Stage-slope-discharge
relation, and shift
adjustments as required

Ultrasonic

Permanent installation of system
(larger river)

Continuous registration
of discharge

Electromagnetic

Permanent installation of system
(smaller river)

Continuous registration
of discharge

Weir

Stabilizes lower part of stagedischarge relation

Stage-discharge relation

Velocity-area

Cleared gauging cross-section;
and standard current-meter
gauging techniques

Stage-discharge
relation, corrected by
Stout method or shift
adjustments

w

'"

Method of measurement
No.

Difficult condition

Title

Facilities/procedures

Discharge rating
Stage-discharge relation,
family of curves

Electromagnetic

Permanent installation of system
<small river)

Continuous registration
of discharge

Weir

Chemical anti-growth measures;
or manual cleaning of weir
structure

Stage-discharge relation

Flume

Chemical anti-growth measures;
or manual cleaning of flume
structure

Stage-discharge relation

w
....,

5

6

Bank overflow - flood plain

Large interchange between
surface water and groundwater

Velocity-area

Cleared measuring section across
flood plain; and standard currentmeter gauging techniques

Stage-discharge relation

Contracted opening

Bridge; and post-flood survey

Maximum flood discharge

Water-balance
analyses

Standard current-meter gauging
techniques

Analyses of stream
recession curve to
define the interchange between surface

water and groundwater

7

Arid conditions

VelGcity-area

Standard current~meter gauging
techniques

Stage-discharge relation

Method of measurement
No.

Difficult condition

Title

Facilities/procedures

Discharge rating

Velocity-area

Standard float reach

Stage-discharge relation

Slope-area

Standard slope reach

Stage-slope-discharge
relation

Contracted opening

Bridge or culvert; and post-flood

Maximum flood discharge

survey

Tracer, radioactive
substance

Turbulent mixing reach

Estimation from
storage records

Storage reservoir, and records
of reservoir stage

Stage-discharge relation

w
CD

8

River charmel and estuary
affected by tides

Veloci ty-area

Standard current-meter gauging

facilities. but shortened and
optimized gauging procedure with
several current meters or grid of
current meters. applied over a full
cycle

Stage-discharge
relation at specified

times

Velocity-area

Moving-boat technique

Stage-discharge relation
at specified times

Velocity-area

Velocity-index technique by
- pendulum meter
- electromagnetic meter
- ultrasonic meter

Continuous registration
of discharge

Velocity-slope

Standard slope reach

Stage-slope-discharge

Method of measurement

No.

9

Difficult condition

River channel affected by wind

Title

Facilities/procedures

Discharge rating

Mathematical models

Initial and boundary conditions
obtained by standard field measurements

Continuous discharge
by computation

Velocity-area

Standard current-meter gauging
techniques

Stage-discharge relation
with corrections for wind

effects
Ultrasonic
Electromagnetic

10

River channel affected by ice

Velocity-area

Permanent installation of system
(larger river)
Permanent installation of system
(smaller river)

Standard current-meter techniques

and procedures adapted to ice
conditions; special gauging

Continuous registration

of discharge
Continuous registration

of discharge

OJ
~

Stage-discharge relation
corrected by shift
adjustments. or by

facilities adapted to ice

several other standard

~onditions

methods
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